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ABSTRACT

Speech sound signals are much better

reproduced in the summed neuronal activi-

ty than in the activity of single neu-

rons. The most complete reproduction is

observed at the lower levels of the audi-

tory system. At higher levels only infor-

mation concerning the signal periodicity

may be partly retained.

At present it is-well known that sound

Signal parameters may be but poorly ref-

lected in the impulse responses of sin-

gle neurons of the auditory system. This

is the case even for simple pure—tone

Signals. For instance, as it was found

for the cat, at least about half of neu-

rons from the cochlear nucleus (which is

the first auditory brain level, receiving

the whole auditory information from the

1PSilateral cochlea of the inner ear via

the auditory nerve fibers) show a pro-

nonnced nonlinear relation between the

Signal frequency and the impulse response

value: at signal intensity of 50—80 dB

this function has several (up to about

ten) maxima separated by different fre—

quency intervals over the frequency

range from about 1 to 20 kHz. Besides,

the time patterns of a single neuron res-

ponses often show very slight differences

(if any) over a wide range of signal fre-

quencies. At higher levels of the audito-
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ry system the correspondence between the

sound signal parameters and the single

neuron responses declines even to a grea-

ter extent. The above properties as well

as some others, make each neuron, When

alone, unable to indicate what Kind of a

sound signal comes to the ear.

Meanwhile the summed reaponse of a nump

ber of neurons may give appropriate in-

formation about the signal presented to

the ear. This possibility was first pro-

posed as the so called "volley" principle

/1/ and was then supported by the experi-

ments with the "Frequency Following Res-

ponse“ (FER) registered from the lower

levels of the auditory system as the sump

med reaponse of a group of neurons with

the near spatial positions within a given

brain region.

The FER is the result of the activity of

a number of neurons whose impulse respon—

ses are synchronized with a certain phase

of the tonal signal. The upper frequency

limit of this synchronization was repor-

ted as at least 5 kHz for the auditory

nerve fibers, about 6—6.5 kHz for the

cochlear nucleus level, with a pronounced

diminution of this value at the higher

auditory centers: to about 1.5 kHz at the

midbrain level (inferior colliculus) and

to about 1 kHz or even less resp. at the

medial geniculate body and the auditory

cortex levels /2/. Thus, the widest fre-

quency range reproduced in the FFR is re-

lated to the lower levels of the auditory



System.

It was found that FFR not only followed
the tone frequency but could also repro-
duce the wave form of rather complicated
sound stimuli. This was especially well
observed at the cochlear nucleus level
with complex harmonic signals containing2 to 6 harmonics, as well as with the
sound speech signals. For instance, when
two-tone complex of the second and the
third harmonics (or of some others) was
presented while varying the signal wave-
form through variation of the phase of
the higher harmonic, the FFR evoked by
this complex signal usually reproduced
rather precisely the waveform of the sig-nal, with almost all the details: for
each oscillation in the complex signalwave a cooresponding deflection in the
FFR could be observed.
However, in some cases nonlinear pheno-mena took place, when one of the signal
harmonics, usually the lower one, was ful-ly suppressed in the FFR. It seems of in-terest that this suppression depended onthe phase of the higher harmonic and
could be observed within a certain phase
range only.
Inspite of some nonlinear features, the
FFR of the cochlear nucleus can reproducerather well the sound speech presented tothe ipsilateral ear. The speech reprodu-
ced in the FFR is well distinguished, themasculine and feminine voices can be welldistinguished as well and even the person
can be sometimes identified according to
the voice reproduced in the FFR. The pro-
sodic characteristics of the Speech are
also well reproduced in the FFR of the
cochlear nucleus.
Thus, it may be concluded that at the
cochlear nucleus level the sound speech
signal can be rather fully described in
the summed activity of the population of
the neurons. The characteristic frequen-
cies (CFS) of neurons forming such a po~
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pulation should be relatively similar,
since these neurons are obvioslyy posi-
tioned rather near each other as their
summed activity, the FFR,is recorded
with the help of the same electrode. Be-
sides, for the best reproduction of the
Speech signals, the CFs of the neurons
whose activity forms FFR should lie at
the upper frequency limit of the speech
sound range (for instance, of about
4 kHz) or higher: such neurons would
reSpond to the wide frequency range be-
low the values slightly higher than the
CFs. The neurons with the lower CFs would
not respond to high components of the
Speech signals. Therefore only populati-
ons of neurons with sufficiently high
characteristic frequencies would repro-
duce sound speech in their summed FFR.
At the higher level of the auditory sys-
tem, namely, at the central nucleus of
the inferior colliculus (IC) Speech.
sounds may be reproduced in the FER much
more roughly than at the cochlear nuc-
leus level. The sound Speech, as it is
reproduced in the FFR of the inferior
colliculus, is not distinguishable now,
though speech prosodic characteristics
are well pronounced when the FFR is 118-
tened to through the audio reproduction
system. These restrictions in the desc-
ription of the sound Speech in the FFR
are Obviously connected with the restriC-
ted frequency range (not higher than
1.5-1.7 kHz) reproduced in the FFR at
the level of the inferior colliculus-
This, in turn, may be connected with the
properties of single neurons forming the
FFR: the neuronal impulse activity is
much lower than the activity at the coch-
lear nucleus level, its variability is
greater, as well as nonlinear effects
due in particular to neuronal inhibitory
interconnections.
When analysing the inferior colliculus
FFR to complex sound signals containing .r
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PROCESSING CENTRAL MECHANISMS

A.A.Kharlamov

Moscow

The goal of the report is to show pos-

sibilities of the associative bionic appro-

ach to construction of the model of the

speech signal processing central mecha-

nisms. The basis of this approach is the

data processing in the dinamic associative

memory block (DAME) and its usage for con-

structing hierarchical structure (HS) for
phonetic, lexical and syntactical proces

sing of speech. '

INTRODUCTION

. The analysis of the data representati-
on methods that has been used in the spe-
ech recognition system shows that graphs
(matrix) representation is the best. For
example in the form of an evidently gi—
ven graph or a hidden Markow model. The
methods in question have some disadvanta
ges: data representation inflexibility -
graph labour consuming forming or need,in
large computer power. Hardware realisation
of graph (matrix) data representation by
the system of DAME is free of thees
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disadvantages.

The DAME construction is based mism

me biological facts about structure and

properties of neurons and their pulls.Tm

uniform structure and a simple data pro-

cessing algorithm allow to produce the

DAME using the microintegral technologyas

an integral system on the sylicon plate.

THE M ‘ODBL OF THE SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSDW

CENTRAL MECHANISM .

The main functions of DAMBs and HS
formed of them are: storage of data with
compact packing, reproducing it with the

help of context association, and the sta-
tistical processing of the input data by

Picking out the number of different occu—
rency frequency elements (1.6. vocabulari'

98); extraction of vocabulary word relati-

one in the input data - that allows to re-
construct the inherent input data struch?
:e. The above functions give us the P0551‘
llity to model phonetic, lexical and syn‘

tactical levels of data processing by the
HS of DA?«TB. It is supposed that the acous'
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tical speech signal is preprocessed, opti-

mal in each specific case, which is not

discussed here.

The model in question consists of two

data processing chanals: the coarse one

and. the precise one. When training the

precise chanal performs compilation of a

phenotype vocabulary {P} and on its base

the vocabularies of lexical level suble-

vels: i.e. the word vocabulary {L} and

the morph one {M} . When training the co-

arse chanal forms the syllable-phoneme vo-

cabulary {SP} . The unit segmentation of

the corresponding levels is performed by

DAMBs as the natural feature of the data

processing in them. The type of a unit is

determined by the DAME parameters (of a

hiperqube dimension).

In the process of recognition the da-

ta in the input of the lexical level is

represented in terms of syllable-phoneme

vocabulary, i.e. syllable representation,

as a number of syllable type sequences in

the corresponding words, or morphs Lip =

= (SPI, SP2, ... , SP1). The whole number

of leXical level input is divided into the

subvocabularies . according to the equal

syllable representation principle, these

subvocabularies are indexed by this repre-

sentation LSP. If the vocabulary consists

0f only one lexical unit or there are high

level constraints (contextual), which a1—

1°W us to choose the necessary alternati—

ves the recognition process is stopped.

= IEP.
Let us assume Lk" 3

If it is necessary to choose a lexi—I.

cal unit from the subvocabulary {IJ Isp,

which is indexed by the given syllablg re-

presentation IFP, the precise chanal is
3

used. In this subvocabulary the lexical

units LR and L1 (Lk = (PI, P2, ... , Pm'

... )) are divided by one or more phone—

tic element types Pm. To divide phenoty-

pes the preprocessing form is used which

is associatively related to the phonetic

dwtmTflsfiflumuMwflm

determines the lexical level unit Lk'

The higher levels (from the lexical

point of view), the syntactical, for in-

stance, bring in additional (contextual)

constraints on lexical level unit Li cho-

osing. In the process of training in the

syntactical level the words and morphs re-

lations (i.e. inflections) vocabulary {F}

and the type phrase vocabulary{Pr} are

compiled.

The above mentioned structure can be

realized as a HS from DAME.

THE DAME FORMALIZATION;

The DAME is a net of neuroliked ele-

ments (NE) with the input signal time sum-

maring, which is accomplished by shift re-

gister of"n cells — the model of the ge-

neralized dendrit . The DAME consists

of 2“ NES and each of them models one of

the n-dimensional unitary hiperqube node
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in the signal space.

The binary sequence A = (..., a_I,aO,

aI, ... , ai, ... ; ai 6 {0,1} ), the in—

put sequence for the DAME, is mapped

into the hiperqube as a directed sequence

of the nodes - trajectory A = F(A). Each

n of the symbols from the sequence (a.

ii-n-Z, ... , ai) corresponds to the hazel,

ai with the given coordinates. The initi-

al sequence A can be restored from this

trajectory A = F_I(A). F mapping has the

property of associative addressing to the

data with the help of context association

(n sequential symbols).

The DAME can operate in one of the

following three modes: (I) training or

perception; (2) reproduction; and (5)stru-

ctural processing.

‘I

The trainin mode.

In the process of training HES of the

DAME change their inner state under the in-

fluence of an input sequence. This chan-

ging means that the memory function H is

inserted to the nodes of the hiperqube.

That is why the trajectory is stored (i e

in the current node the sequence next syn:

bol is stored in case the record is auto-
informational

as ' 'sociative, or the sequence curre tn

symbol is stored in case the record is he

teroassciative).

Let us provide function H with the

thresholding properties. This allowe to

process the data that is stored in DAME,

statistically. The processing allows to

compile the vocabulary of ivents {E} ,

from the input of the DAME'as the number

of sequences {A} : {E} = F( {A} ). Under

the influence of the threshold value h of

function H words of the vocabulary areei—

ther the union of input ivent trajectori-

es (in that case the whole data is storedh

or fuzzy or precize intersection (in this

case more or less common part of data is

stored). The identical parts of the sequ-

ences or events are mapped into the same

chain, and different parts are mapped in-

to the different ones. As a result a di-

rected metrized graph or a graphpword is

formed at the nodes of the hiperqubes. The
t .
ragectory attenuating models the forget-

ting Process.

The reproduction mode.

-:he stored data reproduction using

of F mapping allows/.to recognize the

input sequence by comparing it with the

reproducing one according to a measure

SYStem. Only the pretrained DAME can ope-

rate under reproducing. The n-member seg‘
ment of the DAME input addresses to one
of the hiperqube nodes (to one of the NE)

where some data is stored (the inner sta-
tes were changed). The trained NE answer,

added to the input n-member segment,deter'

mines
a new address and thus a new node
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is addressed.And so on.

The structural processing mode.

Under the structural processing the

input sequence is compared with the compi—

led in the DAME vocabulary with the sequen—

ce segments changed by zero sequences, if

these parts of sequences, correSponding to

the parts of trajectories, coincide with

the node sequences (chains of the vocabur

lary graph—words). Thus the Special F21

mapping allows to eliminate the vocabula-

ry data from the input sequence, and to

preserve only the relations of the vocabu-

lary words. The abbreviation sequence (AS)

C = F;I[F (A) , [E7] is formed. The

mechanism of the AS forming allows to use

the DAMBs for structural data processing

Within the DAME hierarchical structure, as

some rarefied parallel data flows can be

united into one flow without losses.

The hierarchical structure of the DAME.

There are some parallel processes

{A} I@ {A}2@...@{A ‘1 = {0g - that is

the situation - in the HS input. The voca-

bularies {E} of the most frequently oc-

cured situation {OZIevents are formed in

the first level muss. After the vocabula-

ries compilation, if sequences {A}q are A

given in the first level DAME inputs, the

AS are formed in their outputs. These AS

Se

converge in the second level DAME inputs

A

and compile the vocabularies {D} r. (r —

, R; R‘Q) in the DAMBS. Thus the

d in the HS
=1, one

input situation model is forme

as a repeatedly enclosed directed metrized

graph. In that graph the graph-words of

the low level vocabularies are enclosed

into the corresponding parts of the high

level graph—words. The HS curtale the in-

put data in the down-up direction and vice

versa. That HS property allows to reprodu—

ce the stored situation with the help of

association both from high level and low

level. (Thus the HS can be used as an ana-

lyser and an effector as well).

CONCEUSION

The report is devoted to the develop-

ment of a theoretical model of data proce-

ssing at the phonetic, lexical and syntac-

tical levels. That model allows to create

a device for structural speech signal pro-

cessing. That device automatically per-

forms compilation of vocabularies of tho-

so level units, reconstruction of those

level grammars, and recognition of the

input events by matching them with the

compiled vocabulary units.
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